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A b s tr a c t
In  this article we quantize (massive) higher spin (1 <  j  < 2) fields by means of D irac’s Constrained 
Ham ilton procedure bo th  in the situation were they are totally free and were they are coupled to  (an) 
auxiliary field(s). A full constraint analysis and quantization is presented by determ ining and discussing 
all constraints and Lagrange multipliers and by giving all equal times (anti) com m utation relations. 
Also we construct the relevant propagators. In the free case we obtain the well-known propagators and 
show th a t they are not covariant, which is also well known. In the coupled case we do obtain covariant 
propagators (in the spin-3/2 case this requires b =  0) and show th a t they have a sm ooth massless limit 
connecting perfectly to  the massless case (with auxiliary fields). We notice th a t in our system of the 
spin-3/2 and spin-2 case the massive propagators coupled to  conserved currents only have a sm ooth limit 
to  the pure massless spin-propagator, when there are ghosts in the massive case.
1 Introduction
This article is about the quantization of higher spin (1 <  j  <  2) fields and their propagators. Besides 
the interest in their own, the physical interest in these various fields comes from very different areas in 
(high energy) physics. The massive spin-1 field is extremely im portant in the electro-weak part of the 
S tandard  Model and in phenomenological One-Boson-Exchange (OBE) models. Needless to  mention the 
physical interest in the photon.
As far as the spin-3/2 field is concerned, ever since the pioneering work of [1] and [2] it has been 
considered by many authors for several reasons. The spin-3/2 field plays a significant role in low energy 
hadron scattering, where it appears as a resonance. Also in supergravity (for a review see [3]) and 
superstring theory the spin-3/2 field plays an im portant role, since it appears in these theories as a 
massless gravitino. Besides the role it plays in the tensor-force in OBE-models the spin-2 field mainly 
appears in (super-) gravity and string theories as the massless graviton.
The quantization of such fields can roughly be divided in three areas: free field quantization, the 
quantization of the system where it is coupled to  (an) auxiliary field(s) and the quantization of an 
interacting field. The la tte r area in the spin-3/2 case is known to  have problems and inconsistencies (see 
for instance [4], [5] and [6]). A lthough very interesting, in this article we will focus our atten tion  on the 
first two areas.
In section 2 we s ta rt w ith the quantization of the massive, free fields. We do this for all spin cases 
(j =  1, 3/2, 2) at the same tim e using D irac’s prescription [7]. The inclusion of the spin-1 field case is 
merely m eant to  dem onstrate D irac’s procedure in a simple case and to  have a complete description of 
higher spin field quantization.
The free spin-3/2 field quantization is in the same line as in references [8, 9, 10, 11]. In [8] the massless 
free spin-3/2 field was quantized in the transverse gauge. The authors of [9, 10] quantize the massive 
free theory, which is also w hat we do. We will follow D irac’s prescription straightforwardly by first 
determ ining all Lagrange multipliers and constraints. Afterwards the Dirac bracket (Db) is introduced 
and we calculate the equal tim e anti com m utation (ETAC) relations among all com ponents of the field. 
In bo th  [9] and [10, 11] the step to  the Dirac bracket is made earlier, w ithout determ ining all Lagrange 
multipliers and constraints. In [9] it is mentioned th a t this involves ’’technical difficulties and much
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labor’ and in [10, 11] the focus is on the num ber of constraints and therefore not so much on their 
specific forms. As a result [9] and [10, 11] bo th  calculate only the ETAC relations between the spatial 
com ponents of the spin-3/2 field, whereas we obtain them  all.
A Dirac constraint analysis of the free spin-2 field can be found for instance in [12, 13, 14]. In these 
references the massless ([12, 13]) case and massive ([14]) case is considered. We stress, however, th a t 
our description of the quantization not only differs from [14] in the sense th a t the nature of one of the 
obtained constraints is different, which we will discuss below, also we obtain all constraints and Lagrange 
multipliers by applying D irac’s procedure straightforward. We present a full analysis of the constrained 
system. After introducing the Dirac bracket (Db) we give all equal tim e com m utation (ETC) relations 
between the various com ponents of the spin-2 field.
Having quantized the free theories properly we make use of a free field expansion identity and with 
these ingredients we obtain the propagators. We notice th a t they are not explicitly covariant, as is men­
tioned for instance in [15] for general cases j  >  1.
To cure this problem we are inspired by [16] and allow for auxiliary fields in the free Lagrangian in section
3. To be more specific we couple gauge conditions of the massless cases to  auxiliary fields and also allow 
for mass term s of these auxiliary fields, w ith which free (gauge) param eters are introduced. As in for 
instance [16], we obtain a covariant vector field propagator, independently of the choice of the param eter.
In  the spin-3/2 case several systems of a spin-3/2 field coupled to  auxiliary fields are considered in 
[17, 18, 19]. In [18, 19] are for several of such systems four dimensional com m utation relations obtained.
In the only massive case which the authors of [19] consider, two auxiliary fields are introduced to  couple 
(indirectly) to  the constraint equations 1 of a spin-3/2 field. The authors of [17] use the Lagrange 
m ultiplier 2 m ethod, where this m ultiplier is coupled to  the covariant gauge condition of the massless 
spin-3/2 field in the Rarita-Schwinger (RS) framework (to be defined below). They notice th a t the 
Lagrange multiplier has to  be a spinor and in this sense it can also be viewed as an auxiliary field.
We follow the same line by coupling our auxiliary field to  the above mentioned gauge condition. In 
[17] the quantization is performed outside the RS framework in order to  circumvent the appearance of 
singularities. We remain w ithin the RS framework and deal w ith these singularities relying on D irac’s 
method. Therefore we stay in line w ith the considerations of section 2. A covariant propagator is obtained 
for one specific choice of the param eter (b =  0). This propagator is the same as the one obtained in
[17]. We notice th a t also in [20] a covariant propagator is obtained, bu t these authors make use of two 
spin-1/2 fields.
Coupled systems of spin-2 and auxiliary fields were for various reasons considered in for instance 
[21, 22, 23, 24, 25]. In [22] an auxiliary boson field is coupled to  the ”De Donder” gauge condition 
in the Lagrangian which also contains Faddeev-Popov ghosts. In [23] an auxiliary field is coupled to 
the divergence of the tensor field in such a way th a t the auxiliary field can be viewed as a Lagrange 
multiplier. These authors mention th a t if an other auxiliary field is introduced, coupled to  the trace of 
the tensor field in order to  get the other spin-2 condition, four dimensional com m utation relations for 
the tensor field can not be w ritten down. We present a description in which this is possible relying on 
D irac’s procedure. Also in the tensor field case we obtain a covariant propagator, independently of the 
choice of the param eter.
Having obtained all the various covariant propagators we discuss several choices of the param eters (if 
possible) and the massless lim its of these propagators. We show th a t the propagators do not only have 
a sm ooth massless lim it bu t th a t they also connect to  the ones obtained in the massless case (including 
(an) auxiliary field(s)).
W hen coupled to  conserved currents we see th a t it is possible to  obtain the correct massless spin-j 
propagators carrying only the helicities A =  ± j z. This does not require a choice of the param eter in the 
spin-1 case, bu t in the spin-3/2 and in the spin-2 case we have to  make the choices b =  0 3 and c =  ± to .
As far as these last two cases is concerned, it is a different situation then taking the massive propagator,
1id ÿ  =  0 is a constraint in the sense that it reduces the number of degrees of freedom of a general ^  field. It is not a 
constraint in the sense of Dirac, since it is a dynamical equation.
2These Lagrange multipliers are the ones used in the original sense and are therefore different then the ones used in Dirac’s 
formalism.
3This choice we already made in order to obtain a covariant propagator.
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couple it to  conserved currents and pu tting  the mass to  zero as noticed in [26] and [27], respectively. A 
discussion on the la tte r m atte r in (anti)-de S itter spaces can be found in [28, 29, 30]. We stress however, 
th a t in the spin-3/2 and the spin-2 case this limit is only sm ooth if the massive propagator contains 
ghosts.
2 Free Fields
As m entioned in the introduction we deal w ith the free theories in this section. We s ta rt in section 
2.1 w ith the Lagrangians and the equations of m otion th a t can be deduced from them . We explicitly 
quantize the theories in section 2.2 and calculate the propagators in section 2.3.
2.1 E quations o f M otion
As a starting  point we take the Lagrangian for free, massive fields (j =  1, 3/2, 2). In case of the spin-3/2 
there is, according to  [11, 31, 32, 33, 34], a class of Lagrangians describing the particularities of a spin-3/2 
field. Also in the spin-2 case several authors ([23, 35, 36, 37]) describe a class of Lagrangians (with one 
or more free param eters) which give the correct Euler-Lagrange equations for a spin-2 field. By taking 
this spin - 2  field to  be real and symmetric from the outset only one param eter remains
L (id  -  M3¡2)g^v +  A ( y ,J 3 v +  Yvíd^) +  +  C M :i/2Y^Yv3/2 ,A
¿2 ,A =  - dah ^ d ah uv -  4 duh ^ d ah av - - B dvhßj r h Z  -  4  a dah aßdaK1 1
4 2 4
1
2 ß h v
1
~  ^  M 2 h)1 h llv +  — C M 2 h ^ h v
(1a)
(1b)
(1 c)
where B  =  | ( 3 A 2 +  2A  +  1), C  =  3A 2 +  3A  +  1 and A  /  — bu t arb itrary  otherwise. We improperly
4 refer to  (1b) as the RS case.
Since we do not need to  be so general we choose A =  —1 and end-up w ith a particular spin-3/2 
Lagrangian also used in [3, 8 , 9, 10, 11, 19] and in case of the spin-2 field we get the well-know Fierz- 
Pauli Lagrangian [1] also used in for instance [38, 39, 40]
L 3/2
2 =
- i  -  M ì/2 ^ ^ V^ Ì
- ï ï a h ^ v ïï h !  A h ^ v ïïa h !  A h13 h a -I- -  ft h al3ftah vn  o ^n  o  riav OviißO n a -\- oa n  Oßnv
m 2V " v  +  ^ 2 / i î X  •4
(2 a)
(2 b)
Although we have picked particular Lagrangians we can always go back to  the general case by redefining 
the fields in the following sense
^  =  O“ (A)l/>a , O“ (A ) =  -  ^±1 7(l7“ ,
= O f f  (A )h aß , o f ê  (A ) =  I  (g*gP + gßg? -  (A  +  1 )gl_il,gaß) . (3)
The transform ation in the first line of (3) was also m entioned in [11]. Requiring th a t the transform ation 
m atrices in (3) are non-singular (de tO  /  0) gives again the constraint A  /  — | .
The Euler-Lagrange equations following from the free field Lagrangians lead to  the correct equations 
of m otion (EoM)
(□ +  m 2 )A m =  0 , d  ■ A =  0 ,
( i</  — M 3/2)^^  =  0
(□ +  M ¡ ) h pv =  0
Y ■ ÿ  =  0 
d ^ v =  0
id  ■ ÿ  =  0  
K  =  0 . (4)
4Although the authors of [2] mention a general class, they expose one specific Lagrangian which would correspond to the
choice A  =  —
3
The massless versions of the Lagrangians L 1, L 3/ 2 and L 2 5 exhibit a gauge freedom: they are invariant 
under the transform ations A M ^  A M' =  A M +  d MA, ^  +  dMe and h Mv ^  h Mv' =  h Mv +  d Mnv +
d vn M as well as h Mv ^  h Mv' =  h Mv +  d ß d vA, respectively. Here, A, e and nM are scalar, spinor and vector 
fields, respectively.
In the spin-1 case a popular gauge is the Lorentz gauge d  ■ A =  0. Imposing this gauge conditions 
autom atically ensures the EoM IDAM =  0 and pu ts the constraint DA =  0. This last constraint is used 
to  eliminate the residual helicity sta te  A =  0 .
A popular gauge in the spin-3/2 case is the covariant gauge y ■ /  =  0, which causes similar effects, 
namely the correct EoM i / /  =  0 and id  ■ /  =  0 and the constraint i /e . Since the e-field is a free spinor, 
it is used to  transform  away the helicity states A =  ± 1 /2  of the free field.
Since the spin-2 Lagrangian has two symmetries, two gauge conditions need to  be imposed. The 
gauge conditions ha = 0  and da h “ '9 =  0 give the correct EoM. From the effects these gauge conditions 
have on the auxiliary fields (DnM =  0, d  ■ n =  0 and DA =  0) we see th a t these equations describe a 
massless spin-1 field and a massless spin-0 field. Therefore these fields can be used to  ensure th a t the 
tensor field h v only has A =  ± 2  helicity states.
In our case the mass term s in the Lagrangian break the gauge symmetry. A lthough, the correct EoM 
(4) are obtained the freedom in the choice of the field can not be exploited to  transform  away helicity 
states. Therefore, the massive fields contain all helicity states, as is of course well known.
2.2 Q uantization
For the quantization of our systems we use D irac’s Ham ilton m ethod for constrained systems [7]. In case 
of the (real) vector and tensor fields the accompanying canonical m om enta are defined in the usual way. 
Since we use complex fields in case of the spin-3/2 field we consider and / J  as independent fields 
being elements of a G rassm ann algebra. For the definition of the accompanying canonical m om enta we 
rely on [42]. A lthough, the authors of [42] use spin-1/2 fields, the prescription for the canonical m om enta 
does not change. The canonical m om enta are defined as
d rL
dlpa,v
d rL
(5)
where r  means th a t the differentiation is performed from right to  left. We use the ^-notation to  distinguish 
the canonical mom entum  coming from the complex conjugate field from the one coming form the original 
field, since they need not (and in fact will not) be the same.
Using this prescription (5) we obtain the canonical m om enta from our Lagrangians (1a), (2a) and 
(2 b)
n° =  0 n n =  — An +  dnA°
n °n 3/2
n
n 3/2
^° * n3/2 
nn * n3/2
7T200 =  - i d nK-27rnm = l j ln m _ l  grim^k  +  1 gnm Q ^kO
from which the velocities can be deduced
7r20m =  - d n h nm +  I  d m h 00
+  I  d m K  ,
(6)
A  n 
h nm
h k
n i *~>n a 0—^  +  a  A
1nm nm k nm27T2 -  g 7T2fc +  -  okh
2
-1V2Ì +  I  d kh k0 (7)
5The massless version of (2b) is the linearized Einstein-Hilbert Lagrangian discussed in many textbooks as for instance [41]
*va a
0
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and the prim ary constraint equations
/3° ^°01 =  n i ,
tì°3/2 ‘3/2
an _  —n z_ ¡J
V3 / 2  — n 3/2 — 2 Wka- V c
0 ° * — n° * 0 3 /2  =  n 3 /27 /
/ a n  t  _  n  t  ¿  r r n k i l i iV3/2 — ^3/2 — 2 a  Wk
0 °° : TT2° +  è °m0 2 : 7^ 2m +  dn h nm -  I  d m h 00 -  I  3m/i" .
(8)
They vanish in the weak sense, to  which we will come back below.
If we want these constraints to  rem ain zero we impose the tim e derivative of these constraints to  be 
zero. We find it most easily to  define the tim e derivative via the Poisson bracket (Pb) 0 =  {0, H } p +  9 0 /d i 
6. We, therefore, need the Hamiltonians.
Dirac has shown [7] th a t the Ham iltonian obtained in the usual way is a weak equation 7 and does 
not give the correct EoM. This can be repaired by adding the prim ary constraints (8) to  the Ham iltonian 
by means of Lagrange multipliers in order to  make it a so-called strong equation. W hat we get is
Hw
H  1 ,s
J  d3x Hw  (x) =  J  d3x ^ X  — L^j
- ì  ir"7Ti,„ +  7t"9nA 0 +  ì  9mAn9mAn -  ì  9mAn9nAm -  i  M ^ A ° A 0 
~  2 M i A  A n +  Ai,oöi ,
W3/ 2 ,s =  \e - ,lvpk'ip^To'1p{.dk'ipv ) e pvpk +  M 3/2'ip^(T,lv'ipv
H 2.S =
+  A3/2,°0°/2 +  A3/2,n0 3/2 +  A3¡2,00 0 ¡2* +  A3/2,n0 3/2* > 
nm 1 n m 1 n m 1 k n° 1 k nm7^ 2 7T2,nm — “  '^2n'J^ 2m +  ^  ^m 0 — 2  ^k^nO ~  ~ O ll Okfln
_l_  ^ í) hnQ^ m h i íi hnrn^ k h i 1 í) i  ^ Í) hn ^ rnhk +  -  C 'n ' l  O  r im O  +  — C 'n '^  i l h m  +  “  <?m f t  C7 f tn  +  — <7m f tn <7  ftfc
8  2 2 4
1 Í) 7,nm o 7 7 nmo , fe , 1 , 1 ti^ -27 nm7
— — U n t i O m fl00 — — <?n ft <?m ftfc +  “  M 2 ft ftnO +  “  M 2 ft ftnm
1 2 °° m 1 2 n m °° °m
— 2  2 m ~  ^  ^ 2  h n h rn +  A2 ,00 # 2  +  A2 ,0m#2  •
For the definition of the Pb we rely on [8] and [42]. There, it is defined as
{ E (x ),F (y )} p  = dr £ Q )  a*F(t/)
<9ça (æ) dpa (?/)
— (—1 )n ,ö r F (ï/) ^ F (æ ) '
dqa(y) dpa (x)
¿3(x — y)
(9)
(10)
where n E ,n F is 0 (1) in case E (x ), F  (x) is even (odd). W ith  this form of the P b  (10) we already anticipate 
th a t bosons satisfy com m utation relations and fermions anti-com m utation relations in a quantum  theory. 
Now, we can impose the tim e derivatives of the constraints (8) to  be zero using (9) and (10)
(11a){ 0 ° (x ) ,H i,s} p =  dnnn +  m 2A ° =  0  =  $ °  (x)
{0°/2 (x) ) H 3/2,S O p 
{0°°/2*(x),H 3/2 ,^p 
{°3/2(x )> H 3/2,S}p 
{°3/2*(x )> H 3/2,S j p
eM°pk (dkPm) Y5 Yp — M 3/ 2 p Mo M° =  0 =  — $ ° / 2 *(x)
=  —^  p y Y5 Yp (dkPM) +  M 3/ 2Y o  =  0  =  — $ 3/ 2 (x)
=  eMnpk ( d k Y 5 Y p  — M 3 / 2 o Mn +  iA3/ 2 ,ko kn =  0  ,
— eMnpkY°Y5Yp (dkPm) +  ^ 3/ 2—^ Mp M +  io nKA3/ 2 ,k =  0° nu/T
(11b)
(11c)
(11d)
(11e)
6 In practice it will turn out that the constraints do not explicitly depend on time t
7In constructing the usual Hamiltonian explicit use can be made of the constraints, since these are also weak equations
°
5
{9°2°(x ) , H2,s } p = \ [ ( d kd k + M ¡ ) h Z - d ndmhnm] =  0 = ^ ° 2(x)
{0 °m (x), H 2 ,Tot}P =  2 dknkm — ( d kdk +  M 2 )  h°m = 0  =  $m (x) . (1 1 g)
(11f)
8 In two cases ((11d) and (11e)) Lagrange multipliers are determined. In all other cases new, secondary, 
constraints are obtained. We also impose the tim e derivatives of these secondary constraints to  be zero
{ $ °(x ) ,H i,s} p Mi2 (dnAn +  A?) =  0 (1 2 a)
{ $3/2 (x ),H 3/2,s}p 
|$ ° /2 * (x )> H 3/2,S j p
° nk¿dn A3/2 ,k +  M 3/2Yk A3/2,k =  0
i 9 kA3/2,n°nk +  M 3/2A3/2,k Yk =  0
(1 2 b)
(1 2 c)
{ $ ° (x ),H 2 , ^ i
{ $ m (x ),H 2 ,S }p
— 2dn dm TV2rn -  M 2tv2" +  y d  dk +  -  M 2J  d " h n0 =  0
—$ 21) ( x ) ,
— M 2  [A°m +  dkhkm — dmh°° — d mhn] =  0 .
(1 2 d)
(1 2 e)
The first line (12a) determ ines the Lagrange m ultiplier A°. Since this was the only Lagrange multiplier 
in the spin-1 case all Lagrange multipliers of this case are determ ined and therefore all constraints are 
second class.
Equation (12e) determines the Lagrange m ultiplier A°m and equation (12d) brings about yet another 
(tertiary) constraint. Its vanishing tim e derivative yields
{$21) (x ) ,H 2 , s } p =  M 2 f 2dk dk +  I  M ¡ \  h 00 +  ( ^ d k dk +  m A  K
3
f) f) hnm Of) \ n0 — On Orn n  — ¿On A2 (13)
We see th a t we have in the spin-3/2 case as well as in the spin-2 case two equations involving the same 
Lagrange multipliers. In the spin-3/2 case these are (11e) and (12b) for A3/ 2,k and (11d) and (12c) for 
a3¡ 2 k. In the spin-2 case these are (12e) and (13) for A3°. Combining these equations for consistency, 
and using $ 3/ 2, $ 3/ 2* as well as $ °  as weakly vanishing constraints, yields the last constraints
$ (?)3/2 Y°P° +  Ykpk
$ 3/ 2 * =  —p J y ° + P i Yk
(14a)
(14b)
(2) (14c)
It is im portant to  note th a t these constraints are only obtained when combining other results, as describes 
above. This is not done in [14]. Therefore these authors do not find $22), leaving 0°° as a first class 
constraint. Imposing vanishing tim e derivatives of these constraints ((14a)- (14c))
{$3/2 (x ),H 3 /2 ,s jp =  —Y°A3/2,° — Yk A3/2,k = 0
{$3/)2 (x )>H3/2,S } p =  A3/2,°Y — A3/2,kY = 0  ,
| ^ 2) (x ) , i Í 2 , s | p =  A2° -  7T2fc +  I  dkh k° =  0 (15)
8If $  is a constraint, then so is The constants in front of the constraints in (11) are chosen for convenience and have no 
physical meaning.
0
° n
6
determines the last Lagrange multipliers A3/ 2 ,°, a 3 ¡2  ° and A2°.
In the massless spin-1 case the vanishing of the tim e-derivative of $ °(x ) would autom atically be 
satisfied as can be seen from (12a). In this case A° would not be determ ined which means th a t bo th  
constraints are first class.
We notice th a t in combining the equations th a t involve A3/ 2,k ((11e), (12b)) and a3¡ 2 k ((11d), (12c))
we obtain the constraints $3/2 and $3/2* being proportional to  M |¡2. This means th a t in the massless case 
these equations are already consistent w ith each other and th a t A3/ 2,° and a3¡ 2 ° can not be determined
leaving 0 ° ¡ 2 and 0 ° /2* to  be a first class constraint ([8 ])9.
The situation in the massless spin-2 case is even more clear. From (12e) and (13) it is evident th a t 
the tim e derivatives of $m and $2?) will already be zero and th a t A2k can not be determined. Therefore 
$ 22) will not be obtained from which A2° also can not be determ ined, leaving 0 2 ° and 0 2 n to  be first class 
constraints ( [12, 13]) 1° .
The fact th a t there are first class constraints (or undeterm ined Lagrange multipliers) in the massless 
cases is a reflection of the gauge symmetry. In the spin-1 and the spin-3/2 case only one Lagrange m ulti­
plier is undeterm ined meaning there’s only one gauge sym m etry (of course the massless spin-3/2 action 
is also invariant under the herm itian gauge transform ation, th a t ’s why a3¡ 2 k is also undeterm ined). In 
the massless spin-2 case, however, there are two Lagrange multipliers undeterm ined, meaning th a t there 
are two gauge symmetries as we have m entioned before.
In the massive cases all Lagrange multipliers can be determ ined, which means th a t all constraints are 
second class. Therefore every constraint has at least one non-vanishing P b  w ith another constraint. The 
complete set of constraints (primary, secondary, . . .  ) is
0 ° $ 1 d n <  +  M 2 A°
°
0 3/2 *3/2
$3/2 =  y ■p3/
n
0 3/2 '*3/2 - i n *
°
0 3/2 ^°*
$3/2* =  —P t Y° +  P t  Yk
0 n * 
0 3/2 
° *
2
$ ° / 2  =  —idk ° kÍP¡ — M 3/2YkPk j $3/2* =  —P 3 ° nkidk — M 3/2P t
0 2 ° =  ^ 2°° +  I  dnh n ° ,
0 0 m =  +  dn h nm _  1 Qmft
-  I  d m K  ,
$ 21) =  23ndmn2nm +  M 2 n 2 n
-  (d kd k +  § M i)  d n h n(
$ ° =  (dkdk +  m 2 ) hm — dndmhn
km k 2 °m$m
$ (2)
2 dk n km — (d kdk +  M 22 )h (
: h ° +  hn
(16)
We want to  make linear combinations of constraints in order to  reduce the number of non-vanishing Pb 
among these constraints. In the end we will arrive at a situation where every constraint has only one 
non-vanishing P b  w ith another constraint. Therefore, we make the following linear combinations
0 :3/2 0 n¡ 2  — 0°°/2 y°y3
$ °3/2
0 n*
$  °*, $ 3/2
$3 /2  +  ( —dm  +  — Af3/27m  ) @T/2
/in * i n °/i°
=  0 3/2 +  Y Y 0 3/2
$  n $n  — 2 d n0 °°
9In this case also dn^ n¡2 and dn#n/ 2 * become first class.
°Actually all constraints become first class.
t°
n
7
$  2 =  $ 2  + 2 dn0 n°
$  21) =  $ 21) — (2 d k dk +  3m2 )0 0 o — 2 dn$n
The remaining non-vanishing P b ’s are
{0 °(x)j $ °  (y)} p =  — M ^ 3 (x — y)
(17)
{ 033¡ 2 (x)j ^ 2  (y ^  p
{ $  3 / 2  (x )j $  ° ¡ 2  ( y ^  p
{ 0 O¡ 2 (x)J $3/2 *(y ^  p
{ 0 0 o(x)J $ 22) (y )} p
{ $  °(x), $  21) (y )} p
{ 0 On (x)J $  m (y)} p
mn 3=  —io  ò (x — y) j 
=  ~ Y  M s/2 S3(x  -  y) 
=  Y°ò3 (x — y) j
=  —ò3(x — y) ,
=  3 M 4  ò3(x — y) ,
=  M 2gnm ò3(x — y) . (18)
In a proper (quantum ) theory we want the constraint to  vanish. Although, here, they vanish in the weak 
sense there still exist non-vanishing P b  relations among them. This means in a quantum  theory th a t 
ETC and ETAC relations exist among the constraints. We, therefore, introduce the new P b  à la Dirac
[7]: The Dirac bracket (Db), such th a t the Db among the constraints vanishes
{ E (x ) ,F  (y)}D =  { E (x ) ,F  (y)}p — ƒ  d3 zz d3Z2 {E  (x),0a(z1)}p 
XCab(z1 — Z2 ) {0 b(z2 ) ,F (y )} p , 
where the inverse functions Cab(z1 — z2) are defined as follows
ƒ  d3z {0a(x), 0c(z)}p Ccb(z — y) =  òabò3(x — y) j
(19)
(20)
and can be deduced from (18).
The ETC and ETAC relations are obtained by m ultiplying the Db by a factor of i 11. W hat we get is
[A °(x),A n (y)]
m ! s  (x ~ y)
[Á°(x M ° ( y ) ]  =  - ¿ 2  d n dn ó3( x - y ) 
‘ :)
{ P ° (x ) jP ° t ( y ) |
{ P ° (x ) ,P m t( y ) |
{ P n (x ) ,P ° t (y)}
{ P n (x ) ,P m t( y ) |
[A n (x ),A m (y)
° . y 2 S3( x - y )
( p)n fxnnm , d d \ c-3 / \
+ "M f"  '
3M2/2
M 3/2 3M
2 /  • k 'N ° • *-->m , 1 /  • k ^ \  ° m ,  ° • .-vm
¿ 7  Ok ) 7  z a  H—  I z j  Ok ) 7  7  +  7  ÏC /
3/2 3
ò3(x — y)
M 3/2
2 12  / • k o \ • *~>n ° , 1 n ° /  - k o \ , • on °
— — —  ¡ 7  4  w  7  + - 7 7  ( i j  ák) + 1 0  y  
3 M 3 / 2  V /  3 V /
ò3(x — y)
nm n m
“  3 7  7  +  3 M 2
2 1n m n m n m
<? <? +  7 T T 7 --------  [ Z O  —  Z O  7
3/2 3M3/2
ò3(x — y)
11Of course, this is not the only step to be made when passing to a quantum theory. Also the fields should be regarded as 
state operators, etc.
°
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1
°
1
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[h°°(x)jhw (y) 
[h°m (x )jh kl(y) 
[h °° (x)jh°°(y) 
[h °m (x )jh °l (y) 
[h °° (x ),h kl(y) 
[hnm (x ),h kl(y)
4*
3 M 24
M f
dj dj d lò3(x — y) j
4  am ak nl 2  nm kl ■ ok mi . al mk——r a a a ---- d o  + d o  + d o
3 Aí2 3 J J J
ò3(x — y)
4i
M 2
M 2
4 g ig  +  I  +  g ig
3M f J 3 jy
4 2  
- ^ 2  d kd ; d ^  +  2 d kd l -  =- d j dj g kl
nk ml nl mk 2  nm kl
- 9  9 ~ 9 9  + g  9 9
ò3(x — y)
ò3 (x — y)
n k ml m k nl n l mk m l n— yo o  9 +  o  a  g +  a  a  g +  d d g
n m kl nm k l
3M f V " J - 3M 2
ò3(x — y) . (2 1 )
This concludes the quantization of free, massive higher spin (j =  1j 3 /2 j 2) fields. As a final rem ark we 
notice th a t the ET(A )C  relations in (21) amongst the various com ponents of the spin-3/2, spin-2 field 
and their velocities are independent of the choice of the param eter A in (1).
2.3 P ropagators
Having quantized the free fields in the previous subsection (section 2.2) we now want to  obtain the 
propagators. In order to  do so we need to  calculate the com m utation relations for non-equal times, 
which is done using the following identities as solutions to  the field equations (first column of (4))
AM(x) =  ƒ  d3z [dgA (x — z; M 2)AM(z) — A (x — z; M ^ d g A M(z)] j 
P M(x) =  i ƒ  d3 z ( i / x +  M 3/ 2 )y°A (x — z; M 3//2 )P M(z) j
h Mv(x) =  J  d3z [9q A (x — z; M 2 )hMv (z) — A (x — z; M 2 )dzh Mv (z)] . (22)
Using these equations (22) and the ETC  and ETAC relations we obtained before (21) we calculate the 
com m utation relations for unequal times
[AM(x)jA v (y)] 
{P M(x )jP v (y )}
[hMv (x )jh aß (y)]
M 12 :)
dud v
+  -T72- ) A ( ®- M i )  =  p r ( 9 ) -  V \ M i )
— i ( i /  +  M 3/ 2 )
1 2 d m dvuv 1 M v , 2d d
9 -  g 7 7 +  ■ (YMid v — Yv id M)
^■^3 / 2  3M 3 /2  
x A (x — y; m 3/ 2 ) =  ( i /  +  M 3/ 2 ) P 3M/v2 (d) iA (x  — y; M ^ )
2ua vß i uß va 2  uv aß
ffP ff +  ffP ff -  3 ff ff
+ _ _  dpdagvß + dvdag ^  + dMd V “ + d'd'9^ “ 1
M 2
3M 2 ( > d V '9 +  <T 'd“ d'9)  +  ^ 2  c r d v d a d ß
A (x — y; M 2 )
=  2P2Mvaß (d) iA (x  — y; M 2) (23)
where the P j (d )j j  =  1j 3/2 j 2 are the (on mass shell) spin projection operators. The factor 2 in the 
last line of (23) can be transform ed away by redefining the spin-2 field. Equation (23) yields for the
°
°
°
°
°
°
4
1
2
9
propagators 
D /v (x — y) —i <  0|T  [AM(x)A v (y)] |0 >
—i0(x° — y ° ) P r ( d ) A (+)(x — y; m 2) — i0(y° — x°)P 1Mv(d )A ( - ) (x — y; M2) 
P 1Mv (9 )A f (x — y; M 2 ) — i ò ^  ò4 (x — y) . (24)
S/v  (x — y)
DMvaß (x — y)
—i <  0|T  (P M(x )P v (y)) |0 >
—i0(x° — y°) ( i /  +  M 3/ 2 ) P / / ^ ) A (+) (x — y; m 2¡2 ) 
—i0(y° — x 0) ( i /  +  M 3/ 2 ) P 37 2 (d )A (-) (x — y; M 2/ 2 )
(i /  +  M 3/2) P 3/v2 (d )A F (x — y; m 2/ 2 )
Y°
2
3M32/ 2 +  SoSm) í d m +  ■
1
3M32/ 2
3 M3/2
(il/ +  M 3 /^  ò° ^  (x — y) .
aß
(òm ò0v — òm ò /)  Ym ò4(x — y)
(25)
—i <  0 |T  [h/v (x)ha ß (y)] |0 >
—i0(x° — y ° )2 P /vaß(d )A (+) (x — y; M 2) — i0(y° — x°)2P 2Mvaß(d )A ( - ) (x — y; M 2) 
2 P 2Mvaß (d )A f (x — y; m 2)
+
1
Mf ò /ò o V '9 +  ò0v ò“ gMß +  ò0^  gva +  ò0v ò,
v òß gMa
-  \  t e i ?“ '9 +  i T W  +  i  ( W o ^ ( ö ° 3 0 -  3fc3fc -  M2)
+ òg^v ò0a òß d °db + òmòv òa ò£ d °da + òmòv ò0a òß d°dn + òm òv ò0a òß d°dm 
+  ò/òv òa òß d ad b +  ò/òn ò0^  dnd b +  òm ò0v ò0a òf dmd b + ò/òn ò“ ò^ dnd a
+òm ò0v ò“ ò^ dmd a +  òm òn òoa òß dmdn) ]  ò4(x — y ) . (26)
The use of A (+) (x — y) and A ( - ) (x — y) is similar to  w hat is w ritten in [43] in case of scalar fields
<  0 |0(x)0(y)|0  >  =  A (+) (x — y)
<  0 |0 (y)0 (x ) | 0  >  =  A ( ) (x — y) . (27)
As can be seen from ((24)- (26)) the propagators are not covariant; they contain non-covariant, local 
term s, as is mentioned in for instance [15].
2
3 A uxiliary Fields
The goal of this section is to  come to  covariant propagators. The way we do this is to  introduce 
auxiliary fields. Since we also allow for mass term s we have ex tra  param eters which can be seen as 
gauge param eters. We discuss certain  choices of these param eters. Also we discuss the massless limits 
of the propagators in section 3.4 and give m om entum  representations of the fields in section 3.5. A part 
from th a t, the organization of this section is exactly the same as the previous one (section 2 ) .
3.1 E quations o f M otion
As a starting  point we take the Lagrangians (1a), (2a) and (2b). To these Lagrangians we add auxiliary 
fields coupled to  the gauge conditions of the massless theory, as discussed in the tex t below (4). We also
10
allow for mass term s of these auxiliary fields, which introduces param eters to  be seen as gauge param eters
L b
L x
r
£ 1  +  M 1Bd'-lA fi +  -  a M i B 2
L3/2 +  M3/2X:YMPm +  M3/2l/>/YMX +  bM3/2XX 
jC-2 +  M 2d ^ h pvr¡v +  M%hp e +  i  cM |í?mí?m .
(28a)
(28b)
(28c)
In (28c) we did not allow for a mass term  for the e field. We will come back to  this point below. 
These Lagrangians ((28a)- (28c)) lead to  the following EoM ’s.
(□  +  M 2) Am =  (1 — a)M 1d MB 
(□  +  M b ) (□  +  M 2) Am =  0 j 
(□ +  M l ) B  =  0 j (29)
where M l  =  aM j2. Furtherm ore we have the constraint relation d MAM =  —aM 1 B.
(i /  — M 3/2) P M =
(¿í? +  M x) (i /  — M 3/2) P M =
(□  +  M X )( i/  — M3/2) P /  =
( i /  — M x) X =
b +  2
M3/2 Y/X — bid/X2
— (3b +  5b +  2)M 3/2id/ x  
0 j  
0 j (30)
where M x =  (3b/2 +  2)M 3/ 2. The auxiliary field is related to  the original spin-3/2 field via the equations 
Y • p  =  — &x and ¿9 • ip =  -  \  (1 +  6 ) (36 +  4)M 3/ 2 X-
□  +  M 22 h /v
(□ +  M n2) (□ +  M 2) h /v 
(□  +  M e2) (□  +  M l ) (□  +  M 2) h /v 
(□ +  Mn2) nM
(□  +  m 2 ) (□ +  m 2 ) nM
(□ +  m 2 ) e
-  (1  +  c) M 2 (c> V  +  3 V )  +  2 [ 1 +  C)M 2 ff^ e
1 — c
= 0
0
0
2  ( 1  +  c) 
1 — c M 2 dMe
1 c
3 + c
(31)
where Aí2 =  —cM | and M e2 =  — ¡ ^ M f .  The constraint relations are =  0, =  -cM 2t)1' and
d-i1= ^ c e C
From the last line of (31) we see th a t the e-field is a free Klein-Gordon field. This equation comes 
about quite naturally  from the Euler-Lagrange equations. This would not be so if we allowed for a mass 
term  of this e-field in the Lagrangian (28c). Then it must be imposed th a t e is a free Klein-Gordon field 
which makes the calculations unnatural and unnecessary difficult.
e
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3.2 Q uantization
As m entioned before the quantization procedure runs exactly the same as in the previous section (section 
2.2). We, therefore, determ ine the canonical m om enta to  be
— M i B  , 
n i  — —An +  dnA 0
n e  — 0
n on3/2
-~n
n3/2
0
k ^ kn
„ 0  t _  
n 3/2 —
n n / 2  - —
n X — 0
7T2 =  — I  d„h" +  M 2Í?1
0m -  —dnh nm +  I  d m h 00 +  I  3m/i" +  Mai?”
7rJm =  \ h n m - \  gnm h k +  § gnrnd kh k0
from which we deduce the velocities
n° — 0
nm — 0
n e — 0
(32)
? nm
n , *~>n 0—n i +  d A ,
n nm nm k , 1 nm 0  7 k27T2 -  7T2fc +  -  ff Ofc«
k 3  k0 -7T2fc +  -  Okh . (33)
These velocities are the same as in the previous section (see (7)). The prim ary constraints are 
<9? — n0 — M iB  ,
«o — n ?
9 3/2 — n 3/2 ,
n n  _  n  ¿ / f  fen
W3/2 — 3/2 — 2 V ka
&2 =  tt2UU +  I  ön/i"u -  M 2r f  ,
0Om =  +  _  1 gm h 00
-  § 3m/i" -  M 2??m ,
9b —n e  ,
w 
0
 
2
-H
-
„ 0  -— n 3/2 ,
Z3n -
93/2 — n n - — n 3/2 —
9X —n X ,
-3 
0 n°° ,
m 
9n —
m 
■ ,
9e —n e .
fyk
(34)
Having determ ined the canonical m omenta, the velocities and the prim ary constraints we determ ine the 
(strong) Ham iltonians to  be
H b ,s — - i  7 r " 7 T i ,„  +  7 r " 9 n A 0 +  i  9 m A n 9 m A n  -  i  dmA nd " A m -  i  m 1A°A0 
— — M i  A  — M i B d  Am, — ^  ° M i  B  +  A i ;o 9 i  +  )^ b 0b ,
Ti-x,s =  I  (dkipv ) -  ^  epvpk (9fcp M)
—  M 3 / 2  ^ 7  —  M 3 / 2  V V 7 ^ X  —  b M 3 / 2 X X  +  A 3 / 2 , 0 9 ? / 2  +  A 3 / 2 , n 9 3 / 2
+ A 3 / 2 , 0 9 ? / 2 1  +  A 3 / 2 , n 9 3 / 2 t  +  A X 9 X +  A X 9 X ,
j /  n m  1  n  m  , 1  n  *~>m 7 1  *~ik 7 n 0  <~v 7 1  *~ik 7 n m  7
' i r ¡ e , S  — 7^2 ^ 2 , n m  ~  ~  '^ 2 n ' J^ 2 m  +  ^  ^ n  ^ rn .0  — 2  ^ k ^ n O  ~  ~  O  l l  O k f l n
i 1 o . 1 o ^nmokí , 1 o 7 00 om 7 n , 1 o j ^n^mi k
+  -  <7n a  a  a m o +  -  a  r i k m  +  -  a m / i  a  r t n  +  -  a m / i n a  / i fc
8  2  2  4
1 i) hnrnfi h 1 hnrnfi _L  ^ A/f2 kn0k _i_ 1 A/r‘2hnrnh
— — Cfn r i  O m ît00 — — <?n /Z C7m A fc +  “  iVi2 ¡ I  ¡ InO +  “  iVi2 ¡ I  ¡ Inm
1
nX — 0
n
2
9 X
12
- î  M 22 /i00/C  -  ì  M%h™h™ -  7; cM 2 í?mí?m -  M 2d „ h "0f]0 -  M 2 9n/inmi?m
— M 2 ho£ — M 2 hke +  A2,0002 +  A2,0m92 +  A0 ,n9?7 +  Am,n9j) +  Ae0e . (35)
W ith  this Ham iltonians (35) and w ith the definition of the P b  in (10) we impose the time-derivatives of 
the constraints (34) to  be zero
{9i0 (x ) ,H b ,s  }p — dnnn +  Mi2 A 0 — M i Ab — 0 , (36a)
{9b(x), H b ,s} p — M id mAm +  a M 2B  +  M iA i ,0 — 0 , (36b)
{ 90/2 (x ),H x ,s} p 
{ 0 0/ 2  - ( x ) , H x , ^ p
{9 3/2(x ) ,H x ,s} p
{en/ 2  t (x),ffx>4 P
{9 X(x ), H X,S}p
{ 9 X(x),H x ,s } p
— eu0pk (dkpM) Y5Yp — M3/2i/>mctm0 +  M 3/ 2XY0 — 0 =  — $ 0/ 2 - (x) , (37a)
— eM°pky 0ybYp (dkpM) +  M 3/ 2 y V umP m — M 3/ 2 X — 00 0u/T
=  — $ 3 / 2  (x)
^npkeMnp (dkpM) YbYp — M3/2'¡/vCTMn +  M xYn +  *A3 / 2 ka  n — 0
—eMnpkY0YbYp (dkPM) +  M 3/ 2 Yua nMp M — M y uy " x  +  i a nKA3/2,k — 0, (37d)0 nuV /T “
,0M 3/ 2 p  ■ y +  bM3/ 2 X — 0 =  —M 3/ 2 $Xy 
— M 3/ 2 y 0Y ■ P  — bM3/2Y0X — 0 =  —M3/2Y0$x
(37b)
(37c)
(37e)
(37f)
{ö20 0 ( x ) , i i ^ , s } p =  -A faA° +  -  ( d kdu +  M |)  -  - d n dm h nm +  M 2e =  0 , (38a)
{90m (x),H ne,s } p — 2dk n 2km — ( d k dk +  M 2 )  h 0m — M 2 dmn 0 — M 2 Am — 0 , (38b)
{ ^ ( x ) ,H ^ e,s } p — dnhn 0  +  A00 +  cM 2 n 0 — 0 , (38c)
{«m (x),H ne,s } p — dnhnm +  A0m +  cM 2nm — 0 , (38d)
{0e(x), f f ^ .s } p — M 2  [h0 +  hn ] — 0  =  M 2 $n , (38e)
Equations (36a), (36b), (37c), (37d) and (38a)- (38d) determ ine the Lagrange multipliers AB, Ai>0, A33/2,k
A3/ 2,k, A$j,Am,A00,A0m, respectively. All other equations in (36), (37) and (38) yield new (secondary) 
constraints. Imposing their tim e derivatives to  be zero, yields
{$3/2 (x) , H X,S } p — ^ nk idn Ak +  M 3/2YkA3/2,k — M 3/2Ax — 0 ,
j $ 0/2 t (x ) ,H x , ^ p — idnA3/2,kffkn +  M 3/2A3/2,kYk +  M 3/2AX — 0 ,
" ^ X ^ ^  H X,S}p  — — bAx — Y0A3/2,0 — YnA3/2,n — 0 ,
{ $ X ( x ) ,H x ,4 P — bAX +  a3/2,0Y0 — A3/2,nYn — 0 , (39)
{$r , ( x) , Hr , e}p =  ~TT2k +  ^  d„hn° -  cM 2r]° =  0 = .  (40)
The equations in (39) determ ine the Lagrange multipliers AX, AX, A3/ 2,0 and a3/2 0. Equation (40) yields 
yet another (tertiary) constraint. Imposing its tim e derivative to  be zero
{ ^ ( x ) , ^ } ^  =  d kdkh 00 +  ^ d k d kh Z - \ d n dm h nm + ?^ M i h 00 +  M ¡ h Z
— M 2 d nk — dmA2 +  3 M 2 e +  cM 2 An — 0 , (41)
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gives an equation for A$j. Since we already had an equation determ ining A$j (38a) we combine bo th  
equations for consistency and use as a weakly vanishing constraint. W hat we get is the last constraint
(2)
{ $ 22) (x), flrçe,s}p
- d n drnhnrn +  ( d kdk +  M l )  h™ +  2M 2 9fci?fc - 2  ( ^  +  ° ) M 2e 
V )  V1 - c
- 2 d n dm iY2m -  M 2 7T2fc +  ( d kdk +  |  M 2  j  dn h n0 +  2 M 2dk \ k
- 2 ( ^ ) M 2 A£ 1 c 2 0 . (42)
As can be seen in (42) imposing the tim e derivative of $22) to  be zero determines the remaining Lagrange 
m ultiplier Ae.
All Lagrange multipliers are determ ined, which, again, means th a t all constraints are second class. 
So, every constraint has at least one non-vanishing P b  w ith another constraint. The complete set of 
constraints is
«0 — n0 — M iB 9b — nB
9 3/2 
n 
9 3/2 
9x — n x
3/2
t a kn
9 0 - _ n 0 t9 3/2 — n 3/2/
9n - 93
$ 0/ 2  — —i a kndkpn — M 3 /2  (ykPk — X  , $ 0/ 2  — —id k p n ank — M 3 / 2  ( p ° y k +  Xt
9 /2 — n 3/2
9X — n X ,
.0 t
$X — Y p0 +  Y pk +  bx $X — —po y 0 +  pfc Yk — bxt
9200 : 7T200 +  § -  Mar?0
0Om =  +  d n h nra _  1 gm^OO
-  \  dmK  -  M2i?m ,
$ 22) — —dndmhnm +  (3kdk +  M 2 ) hm 
+  2 M 2d kVk -  2 ( f ± ^  M fe
'-'n ’m m
,
9e — n  ,
— h 0  +  hn ,
^  =7T2fc- § 3n/ln 0  +  CM2 Í?° .
(43)
Again we make linear combinations of constraints in order to  reduce the num ber of non-vanishing P b ’s
$ x —
nn
9 3/2
9 3/2
b 0 
_  M r  $ 3 / 23/2
— 9 3/2 — 90/2 Y0 ( 1  +  b)7 n -  — id k(jkrM 3/2 + i t a  °x [M3/27" ■ *9kt7fcn]
$X —
t _ Æn - 9 3/2
3/2
— ( 1  +  b)7n +  crnkidk
3/2
7093/2* -  [M3 / 2 7 n -  crnfc¿9fcj <9:
(i)
90n —
(2)
$ 21) + c 9 200 +  ¿ ? ( ^
02°n + ( 3 ^ ) ^ ’
$ 22) +  2 dk90k .
(2dkdk +  3M 2 ) 9e
(44)
0 0
0 0
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W ith these new constraints the remaining non-vanishing P b ’s are 
{90 (x ),9 b (y )} P — —M iò3(x — y) ,
{ 9 0 / 2 (x), $  x (y ^  P 
{9 X(x), $ 0/ 2 (y) }P
{ 9 n/ 2 (x ) ,9 m/2 (y ^  P 
{9°0(x),9° (y )}P 
{90n (x),9m (y)} p 
{9e(x), $22) (y)} p 
| $ 2i ) (x), $„ (y)} P
— Y0^3(x — y) — — { 9 0/ 2 - (x), $X
— M 3 /2  ò3(x — y) — — { 9X(x), $ 3 /2
mn 3— — ia  ò (x — y) ,
— — M 2 ò 3 (x — y) ,
— —M 2 gnm ò3(x — y) ,
= 2 (f=H;) m2 s^ x -  y)
— —(3 +  c) ò3(x — y) . (45)
The Db and the inverse functions th a t go w ith them  are defined in (19) and (20), so we can immediately 
write down the ETC  and ETAC relations
[a ° (x ) ,À  v ( 
K ( x ) ,B ( y ) ]0  
¡A °(x),B (y)] 0
[b (x ) , B(y)] 0
—1 ( g 0  — ( 1  — a)òoòo) ò (x — y)
ÓnÓ3(x  — y) ,
M i 0 ’
dk
=  - ^ ^ ¿ 3 ( x - í / )
— - i ò 3(x -  y) (46)
| p n (x ) ,p m t(y)
{ p 0 (x ) ,p 0 t (y)
| p 0 (x ) ,p m t(y)
{ p n (x ) ,p 0 t (y)
|x ( x ) , x t (y)
| p 0 (x ) ,x t (y)
| p n (x ) ,x t (y)
nm n m
9 “  2  7  7 ò3(x — y)
M 3/2
Y0 ò3(x — y)
6 + 1 
2
nY — b
id n
M 3/2
Y0 ò (x — y)
- f ¿ 3(x - y)
— Y0
3 (1 + 6 )  
2 M3/2
- iy ò3(x — y)
id n
M 3/2
ò3(x — y) (47)
[h0 0 (x ),n 0 (y )  0 
[h0n (x ),n m (y) ] 0  
[h0n (x), e(y)] 0
M 2 (3 +  c)
iò3(x — y)
1 nm 3---- o là (x — v)M 2 J v y;
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1 n
Y
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[ nm 0 ] 1 nm 3
[h (x),Ti ( y)J0 =  - M a ( 3  +  c) g I 6 ( x - y ) ,
[V0( x) , V™(y)]0 =  M |( 3  +  c) dm* 5 \ x - y ) ,
[v° ( ?) Ay) ]  o =  (48)
In principle there are also ETC  relations among tim e derivatives of the fields in (48), th a t we have not 
shown for convenience. However, they are of im portance when calculating the com m utation relations for 
non-equal times, below.
3.3 P ropagators
In order to  get com m utation and anti-com m utation relations for non-equal times we first construct 
solutions to  the EoMs ((29), (30) and (31)) based on the identities (22)
B(x) J  d3z [d° A (x — z; MB ) ■ B (z) — A (x — z; M B) ■ B(z)] 
Ao(x) — J  d3z [d° A (x — z; Mi2) ■ AM(z) — A (x — z; Mi2) ■ AM(z)]
A (x — z; M B) — A (x — z; M 2)
— (A (x — z; M_|) — A (x — z; M 2)) d
1
+ (1 -  a) M 2
x (□ +  M i )Ao(z)
X(x) — i j  d3 z ( i / x +  M x)y 0 A (x — z; MX)x(z) , 
po(x) — i ƒ  d3 z ( i / x +  M 3/ 2 )y 0 A (x — z; M l/2 )po(z)
( i / x +  M 3/2)A (x  — z; M 3/2)
2É f  3 
3(6 + 2)AÍ3/2 J
— ( i / x — M X)A (x — z; M X) Y0 ( i /o — M 3/2)p o (z)
+ 7777-7 ^ ^ —  ƒ d *z  { A 0  - M x) -(3b +  2)M3/2 J  (_ x 3(b +  2)M3/2
x ( i / x +  M 3/2)A (x — z; M 3/2) — ( i / x — M X)A (x — z; M2) 
XY0 ( i / o +  M X) ( i / o — M 3/2 )p O(z) ,
e(x) — J  d3z [d° A (x — z; M e2) ■ e(z) — A (x — z; M e2) ■ 9 °e(z)] , 
no (x) — ƒ  d3z [d°A (x  — z; M 2) ■ no (z) — A (x — z; M 2) ■ no (z)]
d° ( A (x — z; M e2) — A (x — z; M;2)
— ( A (x — z; M e2) — A (x — z; M^ ) ) ■ d° (□ +  Mn2 )no (z)
16
2
h 0 V(x) — J  d3z [d° A (x — z; M 2) • h 0V (z) — A (x — z; M 2) • d °h 0 V(z)]
d° ^A (x  — z; M ^) — A (x  — z; M 2)^+
M2 — M2
— ^A (x  — z; M ^) — A (x — z; M2 )  j  d° 
x (□ +  M 2 )h 0V (z)
+
1
(M2 — M2 )(M 22 — M 2)(M 2 — M2)
d° ( (M 2  — M 2 )A (x — z; M e2) — (M 2  — M e2 )A (x — z; M 2)
+  ( m 2  — m 2)A (x  — z; m2)^
— ^(M 2  — m 2)A (x  — z; M2) — (M 2  — m 2)A (x  — z; M 2)
+  (M 2 — M 2)A (x — z; m 2 ^  dg (□ +  M 2) (□  +  m 2) h 0 V(z) . (49)
Using these equations (49) and the ETC  and ETAC relations of (46), (47) and (48) we obtain the 
following com m utation and anti-com m utation relations
[B(x),B(y)]
[A0 (x),B (y)]
[A0 (x ),A V (y)]
— —iA (x  — y ,M B ) ,
do 2
=  —i —— A ( x  — y , M B ) Mi v
—1 1 g0V +
c r t r d  0  dv
A(æ -  y; M t )  +  A (æ -  y, M ¿ )
P O iA (x  — y; M 2 ) +  PBViA (x  — y; M B) (50)
{x(x ),x (y )}
{ p 0 (x),x (y)}
3 2 -  -  i +  M x ) A { x  -  y; M x )
Y0  —
2 id 0
M 3/2
i ( i /  +  M x) A (x — y; MX)
{ p ° (x ) ,p v(y)} — —i ( i /  +  M 3/ 2 )
1 2 d 0 dvuv 1 o V I 2d d
“  3 7  7  +  3 M ^
1
3 M
2 id 0
M 3/2
3/2
i ( i /  +  M X )
(Y0  id v — y v id 0)
2 id  v
M 3/2
A (x — y; m 3//2 ) 
A (x  — y; MX)
— ( i /  +  M 3/ 2 ) P 30/V2 iA (x  — y; M l/2 ) +  P ° viA (x  — y; MX) (51)
K x ) ,e(y)] —
[n°(x),e(y)] —
[n0 (x ),n v (y)] —
[e(x),h°v (y)] —
3 c( 1 -  c) 2 
'4  (3 +  c) 3
iA (x  — y; M 2 )
3 (1 — c) d 0  , A , , , 2,
-  ------ Tir —— ïA(æ — y; M e )
2 (3 +  c) 2 M 2 v y ’ e ;
d  0  dv
<7^ +
(1 - c )
(3 +  c)
iA (x  — y; M ?)) —M  2
d 0 d v 1 c
M 2  2 (3 +  c)
(3 +  c) M 2 
iA (x  — y; M 2 )
■ iA (x  — y; M e2)
d3z
o v
y y
g
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[rf { x ) X v {y)] = t t
1
m 2
1
W 2
[h°v (x ) ,h aß (y)]
c r g av +  d vg ap +  - = -  d a d pd v 
M*
1 2  
2
iA (x  — y; M 2) 
iA (x  — y; M2)
ua vß i oß va 2  uv aßg1 g + g p g -  ^ g '  g 
+  J Ï I  ( d ^ ' a 1'13 +  d v d a g ^  +  c r d ß g va +  d v d ßg p
3 m 2
(ö ° d v gaß +  gov da dß ) +
3M4
dodvda dß iA (x  — y; M 2  )
M 2
d od a gvß +  d v d a goß +  d  0 dß gva +  dv dß g0
+  772 d pd v d a dß iA (x  — y; M 2)
1 c
3 3 + c
ov aß
g0  g ß ■
2
3 M2
Î9 ° d v gaß +  gov da
+
4(3 +  c) j, a
3cM 24
iA (x  — y; M2)
2P2ovaß(d)iA (x  — y; M 2) +  P,°vaß(d)iA (x — y; M 2)
+ p o vaß (g)iA (x  — y; m 2 ) . (52)
From the overall minus signs in the (anti-) com m utation relations of the auxiliary fields in (52) we 
conclude th a t all auxiliary fields are ghost, except for the e-field. There the choice of the gauge param eter 
c determines w hether it is ghost-like or not: for —3 <  c <  0  the e-field is physical and it ghost-like in all 
other cases (excluding c — —3 and c — 0 ).
Having obtained these (anti-) com m utation relations we calculate the propagators
D 0 va(x — y) — —i <  0 |T  [A0 (x ),A v (y)] |0 >
— — i9(x0 — y0 ) 
—i9(x0 — y0 )
P ov (d )A (+)(x — y; M2) +  PBv (d )A (+)(x — y; M B)(+)c
P 0 v (d )A (-) (x — y; M2) +  P £ v(d)A (-) (x — y; M 2)(-) i
— P 0 v(0 ) A f (x  — y; m 2 ) +  P 0 v ( ö )A f (x — y; m 2 ) . (53)
We see th a t this propagator is explicitly covariant, independent of the choice of the gauge param eter. 
Choosing a — 1 we see th a t the term s containing derivatives cancel and th a t only the gov term  remains. 
It can be seen as the massive photon propagator. For a — to  we re-obtain the massive spin-1 field, like 
in (24). Except in the above derivation it is obtained w ithout non-covariant term s in the propagator. 
The choice a  — 0 is particularly interesting, because then still the spin-1 condition d  • A — 0 holds (text 
below (29)), bu t the propagator is covariant. In momentum space it looks like
Do:0 (P  ) —
—g +
p 2 — m 2 +  is
(54)
The spin-3/2 propagator is
STb(x — y) — —i <  0 |T [ p ° ( x ) ,p v (y)] |0 >
— — i9(x0 — y0 )
—i 9 (x0 — y0 )
( i /  +  M 3/ 2 ) P3//2(d)A ) (x — y; m 2/ 2 ) +  Px° v(d )A (+)(x — y; MX) 
( i /  +  M 3/ 2 ) P 30/v2 (d )A ( - ) (x — y; M 2/ 2 ) +  P £ v(d)A ( - ) (x — y; MX)
2 4
1
2P
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( i /  +  M 3/ 2 ) P3//2(d) A f (x — y; m 2) +  P x° v(d )A f(x  — y; M B) 
+T7—  <54(® -  y) ■M 3/ 2 (55)
Only for b — 0 we have an explicitly covariant propagator. This result was also obtained in [17]. From the 
tex t below (30) we see th a t the choice b — 0 means th a t we have only one of the two spin-3/2 conditions 
or, to  pu t it in a different way, we have added an ex tra spin-1/2 piece to  make the RS propagator 
explicitly covariant.
For b =  — I  and b =  — 1 we have th a t i d  ■ ip =  0 (, bu t 7  • ip /  0), bu t then  the propagator is not 
covariant anymore.
The spin-2 propagator is
D 0v r  (x — y) —i <  0 |T  [h°v(x)ha ß (y)J |0 >
—i9(x0 — y0) [2P2°vaß(d )A (+) (x — y; M 2) +  P,°vaß(d )iA (+) (x — y; M^) 
+  Pe°vaß(d )iA (+) (x — y; M e2)
—i9(y0 — x 0) [2P2°vaß(d )A ( - ) (x — y; M 2) +  P,°vaß(d )iA ( - ) (x — y; M 2) 
+  Pe°vaß(d )iA ( - ) (x — y; M e2)]
2P2ovaß( 9 )A f (x — y; M 2) +  P,°vaß( 9 ) A f (x — y; M 2)
+ P 0 vaß(0)A f (x — y; M2) . (56)
We see th a t this propagator (56) does not contain local, non-covariant term s independent of the choice 
of the gauge param eter. The first p art of (56) (P 0 vaß (d)-part) is pure spin-2 i2 . The nature of the other 
parts  depends on the free gauge param eter.
Since c is still a free param eter it is interesting to  look at several gauges. B ut before th a t, we exclude 
c — 1 and c — —3 as before. In these cases the e-field vanishes and the EoM are quite different. Also the 
quantization procedure runs differently.
An interesting gauge which we want to  discuss here is c — —1. From (31) we see th a t all fields become 
free Klein-Gordon fields of mass M 2. As a result of this choice all derivative term s disappear in (56) and 
w hat is left is
D 0 v- ß  (x — y) 0 a vß +  oß va
1 ov aß
9' 9 +  9' 9 -  2  9 9 A f  (x — y; M  ) (57)
In contrast to  the spin-1 case, discussed above, equation (57) is not the massive version of the massless 
spin - 2  propagator.
Equation (56) yields for the choice c — 0
d oda gvß +  dv d a goß +  dodß gva +  d v dß goa
- f  (¿>M3 V ß +  +  4 æ d ''d °‘d '3
3M2
 '    
A f  (x — y)
+ ^ d » d vd a d ß h F { x - y )
D0:0aß (P) —
oa vß oß va ov aß o v aß ov a ß
9 9 +  9 9 - 3  9 9 + ÿ ( / î > 9  + 9  P P
o a vß v a oß o ß va v ß oa o v a ß
~ ~ ï  [P P 9 + P  P 9 + P  P 9 + P  P 9 +  7r~7 P P P P)  3p4
0  
' p 2 — M 22 +  is
(58)
i2The factor 2 can again be transformed away by redefining all fields as in (23)
1
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Here, the A F (x — y) (as well as various other A propagators) is defined in appendix A. As in the spin- 
1 case this propagator (58) satisfies the field equations (and is therefore pure spin-2) and is explicitly 
covariant. This result is also obtained by ignoring the c term  in the Lagrangian (28a) from the outset.
3.4 M assless lim it
It is most easy to  study the massless lim its of the propagators obtained in the previous subsection in 
mom entum  space
Lim D ° va(p )Mi^ 0 - < r  +  ( 1 -  a) :
1
p 2 +  is
(59)
Although we have not presented the massless case, it is done ra ther easily. The quantization procedure 
runs very similar to  w hat is presented in section 3.2, contrary to  the case w ithout an auxiliary field 
(section 2.2), only the equations like in (49) are a bit different. It should be noticed th a t it is sufficient 
in the massless case to  ignore the mass term  of the spin-1 field in (28a), only. So, even though allowing 
for a mass term  for the auxiliary field, bo th  A 0  and B  tu rn  out to  be massless. Therefore the freedom 
in choosing the gauge param eter is still present. In the massless case the exact same result as (59) is 
obtained, so the massless limit connects smoothly w ith the massless case and is explicitly covariant. In 
fact this line of reasoning is valid for all three spin cases w ith auxiliary fields. Having m entioned this, we 
will not come back to  this when discussing the massless lim its of the spin-3/2 and spin-2 cases below.
The massless lim it of the spin-3/2 field is
L im  S ^ p )  — —p
/i3/2_
o v
; 7 7
1
p 2 +  is
1
p 2 +  is
— 2 pop v
1
p 4 +  is
(60)
We notice th a t when this propagator (60) is coupled to  conserved currents only the first two parts 
contribute. These parts form exactly the massless spin-3/2 propagator w ith only the helicities A — ± 3 /2  
([26]). W hen we couple the (massive) RS-propagator (25) to  conserved currents and take the massless 
limit i 3 we see th a t it is different from the one in (60) because of the factor in front of the 7 0 7 v term. 
The massless lim it of the spin-2 propagator is
L im  D 0 ' “ '9 (p)M2 ^ 0
oa vß i oß va 2  +  c ov aß
9 9 +  9 9 -  TT ,—  9 93 +  c ‘
1
p 2 +  is
“ i 1 +  c)z ä pop a gvß +  p v p agoß +  p opß g +  p v pß g0
3 +  c
I o v aß i ov a ß i
p p g +  g p p j
1
p 2 +  is
+
4(1 +  c) 2 pop vpapß 1
3 +  c p4 p 2 +  is
(61)
Making the choice of the gauge param eter c ^  ± to we see th a t (61) becomes the massless spin-2 
propagator plus term s proportional to  p. In physical processes these term s do not contribute when 
coupled to  conserved currents
Do:±aß (p)
„oa „vß i „ o ^ v a  „ov „aß I
[gM g +  gM g — /  g J
1
p 2 +  is-  +  O(p)
(62)
Again, this is different from taking the massive spin-2 propagator (26), couple it to  conserved currents 
and taking the massless limit, as is m entioned in [27].
Having obtained the correct massless spin-2 propagator (61) it is particularly interesting to  see how 
this limit comes about. Considering the propagator (56) (coupled to  conserved currents) w ith a small 
non-zero mass and requiring th a t it is a m ixture of pure spin - 2  and spin - 0  (so no ghosts or tachyons) in
i3Terms in the massive RS propagator that do not have a proper massless limit do not contribute since we couple to conserved 
currents
2p
1
g
2
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order to  have a kind of massive Brans-Dicke [44] theory, this would imply th a t —3 <  c <  0. However 
w ith this restriction we cannot take the mass smoothly to  zero in order to  have a pure massless spin - 2  
propagator, because this requires c ^  ± to  as mentioned before.
The above situation of a pure massive spin-2 and spin-0 propagator limiting smoothly to  a pure 
massless spin - 2  propagator can be obtained in [18], bu t there the set-up is quite different as well as the 
original goal.
3.5 M om entu m  R ep resen tation
To finalize the description of the higher spin fields coupled to  auxiliary fields we give the momentum 
representation of these fields in this subsection. Also, we give the relations which hold for the various 
creation and annihilation operators.
A solution to  the EoM of the fields in (29), (30) and (31) in term s of the auxiliary fields is
Po =
d
Vfi +  M ¡  B  ’
* o  +  \ ( l ,  -  2ldßM,3/2 ,
~ _  a  i 2(3 + c) 9o^O — $ 1,0  +  T7¡------T T T
h —
c(1 — c) M 2
1 / n ^  \ 2 3  +  c /
$ 2 ,01' — Y æ~ (^M$ +  ^ $ ! ,o )  +  -  ----- ------------  ( g^ivM 2 3 1 — c
2(3 +  c) dIId v
M 2 (63)
where
(□ +  Mi2)Vo =  0  
( i /  — M 3/2)^o =  0
(□  +  M 2 ) $ 2 ,ov =  0
d  ■ V =  0
Y ■ ^  =  0
do$ 2 ,ov =  0
id  ■ ^  =  0  
$ 0 ,0  =  0 , (64)
and are therefore free spin-1, spin-3/2 and spin-2 fields, respectively. The field $ 1 ,0  also satisfies the free 
spin - 1  equations, bu t is of negative norm as we will see below.
Since the anti-com m utator of the x-field (51) and the com m utator of the e-field (52) contain constants 
we redefine these fields for convenience
X =
73(1  -  c) 
2(3 +  c)
(65)
14 Therefore (63) becomes
Po
no
hh ov
2 ido
) X'^  +  7 !  { ^ ~ m 3/2
V 3  du ,
^  +  ~ W 2 e ’
$ 2 ,0 - -  t r  +  -7= ( 9^ -  2 ( 3  +  c) dtld 'M 2 3 M 2
(6 6 )
The m om entum  representation of the fields is
d3p
B (x) =  ƒ
(2 n ) 3 2 EB [«B (p)
e +  «B (p)eipxj
J ' ,°=e f
4The part in the commutator of the e-field that determines whether e is ghost-like or not is not taken in the redefinition.
) ec
X
e e
e
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Vo(x) E d3p(2 n ) 3 2 E v [av,o(pA)e-ipx +  a ^ p A ) ^ ] p0 =EV
x '(x )
^ o (x )
E
E
d3p
d 3p
(2tv)32 E m,
[òx (p s )u x(p s )e ipx +  dX(Ps)vx (Ps)eipXjL J 2
|w (p s )u o (p s)e —ipx +  d |j(ps)vo(ps)eipxj
p0=E*
e' (x) 
$ 1 ,0 (x)
$ 2 ,ov
d3p
(2 n ) 3 2 E e
[aE(p)e—ipx +  a t(p )e ipx]
p°=Ee
E
A=-1
2
E (67)
where E i =  \ / |] j | 2 +  M ?. In (67) the spin-3/2 spinor u^ (ps )  is a tensor product of a spin-1 polarization 
vector and a spin-1/2 spinor: u 0  =  e0  ® u. The norm alization of this (spin-1/2) spinor, as well as th a t of 
u x , is u (ps)u(ps/) =  2 M S ss> and of course something similar for the v-spinors. W ith  this normalization 
the creation and annihilation operators satisfy the following (comm utation) relations
[«b (p ) ,«B (p /)
[av,o(pA),«V,v (p/A/) 
{ bx (Ps ) >bX(P/s /)}
|b ^ (p s ) ,b |t (p/s/) |
— (2 n ) 3 2 EB ¿3(p — p /) ,
(^—g^v +  ^ (2iy)32 E v  S3(p — p')5\\>  ,
{ dx (Ps ) >dX(P/s /)} =  —(2n)32Ex ^3(P — P/)¿s 
{ ^ ( p s ^ d ^ p V )  j  =  (2 n ) 3 2 £ ^  ó3(p — p /)5ss.
A= —1
X
2
3
2s =  — -=■
1
A= —2
[ae(p ),a j(p /) 
[a1 ,o(pA),aj,v (p/A/)
[a 2 ,ov (pA),a2 ,aß (p/A/)]
3 +  c
— ( —gov +
(2 n ) 3 2 E e ó3(p — p /)
(2ty)32 E i S3(p -  p ) S \ \ t
QliaQvß +  Qi_tßQvoi 2  QlivQcxß
jyj-2 {V ^VcQ vß ~\~ Pi'PaQ/^ß ~\~ P/^PßQi'a ~\~ P vP ßQ¡¿a )
+ 3M2 (.P^PvQaß + Qt-ivPaPß) + gj^ -4
x ( 2 n ) 3 2 E  ¿3(p — p /)^AA' .
popvpapß
(6 8 )
All other (anti-) com m utation relations vanish. These (anti-) com m utation relations are such th a t the 
relations in (50), (51) and (52) remain valid.
c
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To complete the properties of the fields in mom entum  space there still are the following relations
poav,o(pA) =  0  ,
poUo (ps) =  0  , y oUo(ps) =  0  ,
p oa 1 ,o(pA) =  0  ,
p oa 2 ,ov(pA) =  0 , « 0 ,o(pA) =  0 . (69)
4 C onclusion and D iscussion
We conclude this article by stating  th a t we have quantized (massive) higher spin (1 <  j  <  2) fields in 
bo th  the case where they are free (section 2 ) and where they are coupled to  (an) auxiliary field(s) (section 
3). We have presented a full constraint analysis and quantization procedure to  come to  equal tim e (anti) 
com m utation relations.
In the free case we have explicitly shown th a t the constructed propagators are non-covariant, which is 
well known. In the coupled case, i.e. auxiliary fields are coupled to  gauge conditions of the free case, the 
propagators can be covariant. Only in the spin-3/2 case this requires a choice of the param eter, namely 
b =  0. The obtained propagators have a sm ooth massless limit and connect perfectly to  propagators 
which would be obtained in the massless case (including (an) auxiliary field(s)).
W hen coupled to  conserved currents we see th a t it is possible to  obtain the correct massless spin-j 
propagators carrying only the helicities A =  ± j z. Only in the spin-3/2 and in the spin-2 case we have to 
make choices for the param eters, namely b =  0 and c =  ± to. As far as these two cases is concerned, it is 
a different situation then  taking the massive propagator, couple it to  conserved currents and pu tting  the 
mass to  zero. We stress th a t in these cases the limits are only smooth if the massive propagators contain 
ghost parts.
Appendices
A A Propagators
A few definitions of on mass-shell propagators, according to  [43], are
A( x ;  m 2) =  [  d4pe(p0)S(p2 - m 2) e - ipx ,
(2 n ) 3 J
A± (x; m 2) =  (2n ) —3 ƒ  d4p<9(±p°)¿(p2 — m 2 )e -ipx ,
A (1) (x; m 2) =  f  d4p S ( p 2 - m 2) e - ipx , (70)
( 2 n ) 3  J
which satisfy the relations amongst each other
iA (x; m 2) =  A+ (x; m 2) — A - (x; m 2) ,
A + (—x; m 2) =  A - (x; m 2) ,
A (1) (x; m 2) =  A+ (x; m 2) +  A - (x; m 2) . (71)
Furtherm ore, there are the following Green functions
— A f (x; m 2) =  i [0(xo)A + (x; m 2) +  0(—x 0 )A - (x; m 2)] ,
A ret(x; m 2) =  — 0(x°)A (x; m 2) ,
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Aadv (x; m 2) =  0 (—x°)A (x; m 2) ,
A ( x ; rn2) =  — i  e(x — y)  A(x; m 2) , (72)
where the Green function of the last line of (72) is defined in the book of Nakanishi and Ojima (see [16]). 
A well known form the the Feynman propagator A F (x — y) is
1 p —■ipx
A F ( x ; m 2) =  -— r-r dAp  ------- r------- . (73)
v ; (2tr ) 4 J  1 p 2 - r n 2 +  íe v ;
The following A propagators are defined to  be
~ d  2
= ~d^? A (x;rn, )|m2=0
~ Í  d \  2
Â (x) =  A (æ ;rn2 ) |m2 = 0  . (74)
Since the last two lines of (74) are also valid for Feynman function we can, by using the integral repre­
sentation of the Feynman function (72) give integral representations for A F (x) and A F (x)
1 r  e—ipx 
Ä F ( x ; r n 2) =  — -— — d4p  —------- ,
y 7 (2 tt) 4 J  1 p 4 + t e ’
1 p e —ipx
Â F ( x ; m 2) =  - ± -  d4p ------- . (75)
K ’ 1 (2 tt) 4 J  p 6 +  íe K 1
Furtherm ore we have the im portant relations
(□ +  m 2) A(x; m 2) =  0 ,
A(x; m 2)|° =  0 ,
[d°A(x; m 2)] |° =  —¿(x) ,
□  A (x) =  A (x) , 
A (x)|° =  d°A (x)|° =  d2A(x)|o =  0 ,
do A (x)|° 1 ( 3)
□  A (x) = A( x ) ,
A (x ) |° = d°A (x)|° =  .. ■5
4 x) ° 0
d ¡A (x)i° = 1 ( 3x)
[d°A (1) (x; m 2)] |° =  0  . (76)
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